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Artists’ Books Exhibitions at the School of
Creative Arts, Department of Art and Design
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
The Art of the Book: Journals Then and Now is the third
international exhibition in The Art of the Book series.
The exhibition opens here on 21st July and is presented by
the University of Missouri – St. Louis, Department of Art
and Art History in association with Special Collections at
the St. Louis Mercantile Library, Washington University in
St. Louis and the St. Louis Public Library, The University of
Missouri at Columbia, The Centre for Fine Print Research at
The University of the West of England and The Winchester
School of Art Library at the University of Southampton.
US curators Marian Amies; Alla Barabtarlo; Erin Davis; Julie
Dunn-Morton;Yael Even; Jean Gosebrink; Mike Holland
and Karen Witt and UK curators Sarah Bodman, Linda
Newington and Tom Sowden write about their selections for
the show in an 84 page illustrated exhibition catalogue.
Exhibition series curator, Marian Amies, Associate Professor
at UM – St. Louis, states that as a dual national of the UK
and the US her goal for this third exhibition is to show to
visitors on each side of the Atlantic aspects of each culture
that may not be widely known to both audiences.

The Art of the Book: Journals Then and Now at Gallery 210 UM – St. Louis

For example for British visitors, journals demonstrate
aspects of the midwest and Mississippi river exploration
from the collections mentioned above including a 1904
St. Louis’s World’s Fair Louisiana Purchase Exposition
official photographic souvenir journal. Historic journals
focusing on the US midwest area include ledger art from
Battles of Little Shield Chief of the Arapaho drawn by himself
and travel journals by early explorers of the midwest.
Contemporary journals show work by Lilia Irene Compadre,
Lindsay Harkema and Jessica Senne on cultural history and
current urban development in the St. Louis, Missouri and
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the Illinois midwestern
region. Travel journals
by UM – St. Louis
design students
of observations of
Senegalese culture
and British culture
are included as well
as work from several
midwest area book
artists.
A contemporary scroll
journal documents
everything Nick
John Bently, London, England. Triptych
Liver and Lights Scriptorium 16, 17 & 18
Baker, a documentary
(one of several Liver and Lights books in
film maker, ate for
this exhibition)
a two year period.
European journal works include Reijjo Karkkoinen’s Money
Tax, documenting views on the Iraqi war in a an edition by
the Dernier Cri Press; Linda Newington’s book Villandry,
inspired by a sixteenth century garden in the Loire, elegantly
explores rose imagery in many forms; Becky Adams’ A Small
and Slightly Curious Book honours the infamous Ladies of
Llangollen, Lady Eleanor Butler and Miss Sarah Posonby of
Plas Newydd.
In a featured review in the April 29 2010 edition of the
St. Louis Riverfront Times, Jessica Baran describes the
exhibition: “A collection of historic and contemporary
journals ranging from notations of expenses by Michelangelo
to handmade books by University of Missouri students…”
“Travel, mapping, ecology, decay, personal memoir - even
the smallest subjects receive bound treatment, creating an
expansive range of approaches to and thinking about the
journalistic urge.”
The catalogue is available to visitors to the exhibition at
Bristol and Winchester; catalogue proceeds support
The Art of the Book Scholarship fund supporting the study of
book arts overseas by UM – St. Louis Graphic Design BFA
students. The exhibition runs at Bristol until 27th August and
at Winchester from October 4 to November 12, 2010.
The UM Research Board and the Center for International
Studies at UM – St. Louis have provided funding for printing
the catalogue and for the travel costs for the exhibition.
For more information contact Marian at amies@umsl.edu

EXHIBITIONS
BOOK SHOW
Eastside Projects, Birmingham, UK
Until 4th September 2010
Artists: Nina Beier + Marie Lund, Ulises Carrión, Daniel
Eatock, Martino Gamper, Nina Katchadourian, Moritz
Küng + Richard Venlet, Kelly Large, John Latham,
Fraser Muggeridge Studio, Rollo Press, Katerina !edá +
Radim Pe"ko,Yann Sérandour, Simon Starling, Werkplaats
Typografie, Keith Wilson. Curated by James Langdon and
Gavin Wade. ‘Book Show’ is an exhibition of artworks,
objects and structures that address the physical form of the
book. The starting point for the exhibition is Ulises Carrión’s
provocative series of aphorisms ‘The New Art of Making
Books’ (1975). Carrión was the founder of Other Books and
So in Amsterdam, a gallery and bookstore that during its
short life (1975 to 1979) became the first major centre for
the flourishing international artist-led publishing scene.
Free Entry: Open Thursday 12–6.30pm, Fri - Sat 12–5pm
Eastside Projects
86 Heath Mill Lane, Digbeth, Birmingham B9 4AR
www.eastsideprojects.org

The idea for the title CRAPTASTIC! Derived from a
conversation between Kottie Paloma and Marshall Weber, in
which both were having not quite a fantastic day, but wasn’t
the worst day either, the two of them decided at that point
that they were having a CRAPTASTIC! day! An expression
to combine two different aspects of ones day, similar to
the way we use the words brunch (breakfast and lunch) or
DUNCH! (dinner and lunch), used to describe a full meal to
be eaten around 4pm.
Please contact Ari at ariana.rae@gmail.com if you would
like to receive an electronic catalogue of this show.
37 Greenpoint Avenue, 4th Floor, Brooklyn, NY 11222
www.booklyn.org
Arnol!ni Bookshop Showcase
Over July and August - an exhibition of work from artists
and designers in the display cases in Arnolfini bookshop.
The work on show is a small selection of the varied work
that has been produced by external artists using the facilities
and technical expertise on offer at the Centre for Fine Print
Research. Bookshop opening hours: Tue 11am - 6pm
Weds - Sat 11am - 8pm / Sun 11am - 7pm.
Arnolfini, 16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA
Tel: 0117 917 2304. www.arnolfini.org.uk

Bill Burns, Fundacion Cristina Enea, San Sebastien, Spain,
until August 28, 2010. billburnsprojects.com
Paula McGregor will be showing her artists’ books in
One World – Many Papers, 28th Aug – 24th September
2010, The Minories Gallery, Colchester.
For more information visit: www.paulamacgregor.com
Booklyn Artists Alliance Presents: CRAPTASTIC!
Until August 10th 2010
37 Greenpoint Ave. 4th Floor, Brookyln, NY
Booklyn Artists Alliance is proud to present its newest
exhibit curated by Brooklyn based artist Kottie Paloma
called CRAPTASTIC!
CRAPTASTIC! is a group
show featuring three
exceptional artists Joe
Roberts (San Francisco),
STO (Brooklyn), and
Laurent Impeduglia (Liege,
Belgium). Each of these
artists are working in
cartoon based painting/
drawing, collage, and
sculptural formats with
a mood, colour scheme,
and a view of the world that requires one to have a sense of
humour. It’s these common threads that pulls them together
for a fun and mind bending exhibition.
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Works from Wood
Until 8th August at Abecedarian gallery, USA
Prints and artists’ books created fully or in part with
woodblock, woodcut, wood engraving and /or woodtype,
and in the Reading Room Interior Marks, featuring artists’
books incorporating hand-drawn content.
www.abecedariangallery.com
910 Santa Fe, Unit #10, Denver, CO 80204, USA
Gallery hours: Thurs/Fri/Sat 1-5pm
1st & 3rd Fridays 1-8pm
New books by David Sandlin are now at Bongoût gallery
DAVID SANDLIN “SLEEP O’HISTORY”
Slumburbia, a Sinners ProgressVol 8, Sinland Press, New
York, NY. Silkscreen on paper and book cloth, accordionbound. Edition of 15. Format: 52 x 35,50 cm (20 1/2 x 14
inches). Fully extended: 52 x 823 cm (20 1/2inches x 27
feet). Signed and Numbered.
A Sinner’s Progress... the BeastYears of My Life ,Vol. 1. New York,
NY: Sinland Press. 1995.
20 pages, silkscreen on paper and book cloth. Dimensions:
58 x 40 cm. Edition 40. Signed and Numbered.
Bongoût, Torstr. 110, 10119 Berlin - Germany
Tel: +49 (0)30 280 93 758.
www.bongout.org
Summer opening hours: Tues-Sat, 1-8 pm
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BravinLee gallery’s programme of Artist’s Book
Exhibitions continues over the summer.
BravinLee, 526 West 26th Street, Suite 211
New York 10001, USA. info@bravinlee.com
Tuesday-Saturday 10am-6pm
http://bravinlee.com/artists_book_about.html
WE HAVE NOTHING IN COMMON
27-31 July 2010, KALEID editions, London
Private view: Tuesday 27th July 2010, 6-9pm
A group show of twelve book artists exploring themes
as diverse as corsetry, chance, language, memory and the
boundary between what is public and what is private through
various concepts and structures of the book. KALEID
editions is delighted to show these recent MA graduates in
Book Arts from Camberwell College of Arts, University of
the Arts London.
KALEID editions, Unit 2, 23-25 Redchurch Street,
Shoreditch, London. E2 7DH
Open: Wednesday to Saturday 12-7pm. Late night Thursdays
and informal Sundays. www.kaleideditions.com

poésies, concrète, visuelle
Until 18th September 2010, cdla, France
The international movement of experimental poetry which
is now referred to as “concrete poetry” resembles – no pun
intended – a constellation bringing together an array of
very different works and characters; from the 50s pioneers
the De Campo brothers Haroldo and Augusto to Ian
Hamilton Finlay, Pierre Garnier, Robert Lax, Paul de Vree,
Bob Cobbing, John Furnival and Dom Sylvester Houédard
to name a few. The years 1965 to 1970 were prolific for
Concrete Poetry, when the movement was at its peak.
1 place Attane, F–87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France.
Tel: + 33 (0) 555 75 70 30. http://cdla.info
Exhibitions at the Center for Book Arts New York
I will cut thrU: Pochoirs, Carvings, and Other Cuttings
July 7, 2010 - September 11, 2010
Organised by Alexander Campos, Executive Director
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and Amber McMillan, Proprietor, Post Editions, I will cut
thrU focuses on how the art of cutting: pochoir (stenciling),
relief printing, paper cutting, and other related techniques
are used to convey content, form, text, and image. Artworks
featured in this exhibition represent a broad range of book
and related arts, including but not limited to books, prints,
woodblocks, linocuts, rubber stamps, sculpture, mixedmedia installation, film and video, and performance art.
A comprehensive catalogue accompanies this exhibition.
Poems & Pictures: A Renaissance in the Art of the Book
(1946 - 1981), until September 11, 2010
Organised by Kyle Schlesinger
Poems & Pictures examines relationships between visual
and language art. The exhibition features over 60 books
produced between 1946 and 1981, as well as paintings,
collages, periodicals, and ephemera. Poets, artists and
collaborators include Wallace Berman, Joe Brainard, Robert
Creeley, Jim Dine, Johanna Drucker, Philip Guston, Joanne
Kyger, Emily McVarish, Karen Randall, Larry Rivers,
George Schneeman, and many more.
Center for Book Arts
28 W 27th Street, 3rd Floor, New York, USA
Gallery Hours: M-F 10am-6pm, Sat 10am-4pm
Admission: Free. www.centerforbookarts.org
The Crystal Palace (Destroyed)
3 July - 7 August 2010, Works | Projects gallery, Bristol, UK
Sovay Berriman, Melanie Counsell, Heather & Ivan Morison,
Mike Ricketts, Roy Voss.
A crystal palace. A fortress of solitude. A mythical place of
majesty and retreat. Destroyed. A (science) fiction of sorts,
of sculpture and images, of a broken utopia refracted
through fragments – autonomous artifacts that together
weave a suggested archeology. Of the shards of thought
made into solid form. Into a form that is lost.The curator
Simon Morrissey will discuss the exhibition with artists
Sovay Berriman and Mike Ricketts. Talk in collaboration
with Spike Island Associates: Thursday 29th July, 6pm
Exhibition open: Thursday - Saturday 12 - 6pm or by
appointment. Works | Projects gallery, Sydney Row
Bristol, BS1 6UU. www.worksprojects.co.uk
Ellen Bell - The Plinth Project
Bristol Museum and Art Gallery, UK
Until 29th August 2010
The nature of language, and, in particular, its limitations as
a method of expressing deep and difficult feelings, informs
much of Ellen Bell’s work. She works directly with books,
texts and paper ephemera to create drawings, installations
and sculptures that pose questions rather than deliver
answers about how we communicate within our familial and
intimate relationships. There is an intensity to the work –
more akin to writing than drawing – involving a painstaking

re-piecing together of texts that offer alternative meanings,
narratives and contexts that question the role of language
within emotive scenarios. The physicality of the books, the
printed surface of the page and the design of the texts play
an important role in the making of the work.
Bristol’s City Museum & Art Gallery
Queen’s Road, Bristol BS8 1RL
www.containerarts.org

Summer Exhibitions at barratt galleries, Australia
24th July - 24th August, 2010
A Paper Sword - Louise Irving
7 pairs of prints, begun in Scotland and completed at home,
represent parts of the body which have two halves.
Paper napkins stained by the act of eating record meals taken
in significant places. Collected and re-imagined they serve
as backgrounds upon which the tensions of cultural identity
are explored.
Cedar Henderson
Storytelling in its many forms is my passion and fuels my
practice. I have become fascinated by the histories and
mythologies that surround and inform traditional fairytales.
My investigation into the histories that surround such
narratives creates a link to my cultural heritage as these
narratives have their roots in the traditions and homes of
cultural my ancestors.
Trading Card Project - Collaboration between barratt
galleries and msbrown’s lounge
The first annual msbrownslounge & barratt galleries artist
Trading Card Folio exchange & exhibition. 52 artists
worldwide display their trading cards based on travel.
Gallery hours Weds to Sun 11am - 4pm
5 Budgen Ave, Alstonville, NSW 2477, Australia
www.barrattgalleries.com.au

Haegue Yang - CLOSURES
Until September 11, 2010
Barbara Wien Wilma Lukatsch Galerie, Berlin
For Haegue Yang private space (home, household, family)
equals political space. There we incubate the ideas of
community: not only we practice conventional rules at
home, but there we also can resist them. Haegue Yang
presents three new groups of works, sculptures, photographs
and paper works: Non-Indépliables, Imperfections and
Trustworthies.
Barbara Wien Wilma Lukatsch - Galerie und Buchhandlung
Linienstrasse 158, D - 10115 Berlin, Germany.
www.barbarawien.de
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Exhibitions at Studienzentrum, Weserburg |
Museum of Modern Art, Bremen, Germany
Heinz Gappmayr
An Instant - Between Time and Space. Artists’ Books and Graphics
Until 29th August 2010
Heinz Gappmayr is among the most well-known as well as
the most important exponents of Visual Poetry. He passed
away in mid April quite suddenly at the age of eighty-five.
The exhibition at the Study Centre for Artists’ Publications
will be the first ever devoted exclusively to his artists’ books
and graphic works and encompassing the entire cosmos of
his oeuvre. As a means of paying homage to a wonderful
artist, the exhibition will address the power of the blank
space and the materiality of language, two aspects of special
interest to Gappmayr.
Clemente Padín - Word, Action and Risk
Until 5th September 2010
During his forty + years of artistic activity, Clemente Padín
condensed several profiles: poet, critic, curator, editor and
networker, acting in a territory where art and activism
mingled. His trajectory reveals an effort to overcome the
canonical forms of artistic creation and circulation, as
well as the limits imposed by the military dictatorships
which devastated the Latin American continent in the
years 1960/70. In his works, Padín applies strategies of
reproduction and dissemination of information according to
technological, social and subjective changes related to the
transformations of the artistic communicating circuits.
He follows the variations in the techniques of reproduction
over time: typewriting machine, off-set, photocopy,
serigraphy, video, photography and, finally, digital art.
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany
http://weserburg.de
Irma Boom: Biography in Books
Exhibition at the University of Amsterdam, Special
Collections, Oude Turfmarkt 129, Amsterdam
Until 3rd October 2010
The New York Times called her the best book designer
of this time. In 2001 she recieved the Gutenberg Prize,
book design. The Special Collections of the University
of Amsterdam Library will honour Irma Boom with a
retrospective exhibition of her work - she donated her
studio archive to the university in 2003. To accompany
this exhibition she is producing an exceptional catalogue; a
miniature book (38 x 50 mm) which contains a complete
overview of her oeuvre, with commentary and more than
450 full colour illustrations on 704 pages.
Copies of Irma Boom: Biography in Books can be ordered online
from Grafische Cultuurstichting.
www.grafischecultuur.nl/formulieren/index.php
Customers from abroad can order the book from Nijhof &
Lee international booksellers. www.nijhoflee.nl
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102010 Book Artists
Until 15th August, Galleri Astley, Sweden

Ten book artists have chosen to work together for a
joint exhibition. Their objective is to show a finely tuned
combination of excellent craftsmanship and sterling artistic
quality. All ten artists work “inside out”, that is to say they
work with all the means of expression already at their
disposal; bookbinding, paper and inlay material, images,
illustrations and typography. This allows each artist to work
freely with small editions of every work.
The ten artists are: Monica Langwe, Sweden. Annika
Mattsson Baudry, France. Anders Zitting, Sweden.
Lennart Mänd, Estonia. Carmencho Arregui, Italy.
Jan Peter Zimmerlich, Switzerland. Sebastian Malm,
Sweden. Adam Larsson, Sweden. Manne Dahlstedt, Sweden.
Sün Evrard, France.
A one-day course in
bookbinding with
Monica Langwe will
take place on 9th August.
We begin the course with
“One sheet stapling” and
continue on to create a little
book using “oriental stapling
technique”. We will even
explore how to fold a
variety of paper covers.
Cost 250 sek per person.
Contact Galleri Astley to sign up for this workshop.
Galleri Astley, Uttersberg, 739 92 Skinnskatteberg, Sweden
OPEN DAILY: Monday - Friday 10:00 - 18:00.
Saturday - Sunday 11:00 - 17:00.
Tel. +46 222 32120 / 32044
www.galleriastley.com
The Royal Academy in London is exhibiting artists’ books
in the 2010 Summer Exhibition. Randy Klein’s book
‘Florida’ is in the Print Room section of the exhibition,
which is open until 22 August, 10am - 6pm and on Fridays
until 10pm.

A variation of this installation with particular focus on NYC
will be in the exhibition: The Psychogeography of the City Artists Mapping NewYork’s Emotional Terrain, Pratt Manhattan
Gallery, USA. Sept. 23 - Nov. 6, 2010
www.pratt.edu/about_pratt/visiting_pratt/exhibitions/
The European International Book Art Biennale
August-September 2010
Museum of Art Satu-Mare, Romania
Promoting and encouraging any unconventional attitudes
about books. It deals with book-objects, book-installations,
one-offs, author’s books, artist’s books, writer’s books,
experimental and limited editions, fine press books, etc.
The core of the project is an exhibition composed of works
selected in a competition and made by the artists invited by
the organisers. After the premiere in Satu-Mare Art Museum
the exhibition will be shown in many art galleries and
libraries throughout Romania and abroad.
More details can be found at http://www.dfewa.eu
and at http://www.eibab.blogspot.com
The exhibition of the European International Book Art
Biennale2010, Museum of Art Satu-Mare, Romania.
www.satu-mare.ro/cultura/muzee.html.en

I Found Buddha Nature, Jacqueline Rush Lee

Tactile Repeat: New Works by Casey Neumann,
Jacqueline Rush Lee and Madeleine Söder
The Contemporary Museum at First Hawaiian Center
Until October 15, 2010
First Fridays at The Contemporary Museum at First
Hawaiian Center, September 3, 7.30pm
Jacqueline Rush Lee and Madeleine Söder will give a walk
through of their most recent work.
The Contemporary Museum, Honolulu
2411 Makiki Heights Drive
Honolulu, HI 96822, Hawai’i
www.tcmhi.org

Robbin Ami Silverberg has two upcoming shows
Anamnesis (the opposite of forgetting): an artist’s book
installation / exhibition in the Samorin Synagogue,
At Home Gallery, in Samorin, Slovakia
Sept. 3rd - Oct. 10, 2010
www.athomegallery.org
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Donna Seager Gallery presents The Art of the Book: Fifth
Annual Exhibition of Handmade Artist Books, Altered
Books and Book-related Works, until July 31, 2010
Once a year, the Donna Seager Gallery transforms itself into
a celebration of all things book. This year’s show includes
handmade bound and letterpress books as well as altered

books, sculpture, paintings and works on paper. Fifty artists
are represented from around the country with an emphasis
on bay area favorites. Highlights include works by Charles
Hobson, Macy Chadwick, Julie Chen and Alisa Golden.
Editions featuring the exquisite printmaking of Donna
Brookman and Holly Downing are included as well as books
in porcelain, clay and wood by Richard Shaw, Steven Allen
and Nancy Legge and Stan Peterson. Lisa Kokin’s Irritable
Vowel Syndrome is an altered book in which every vowel has
been carefully removed and sent streaming from the covers.
French artist Beatrice Coron has included three of intricate
cutout editions and Erin Sweeney presents her stitched and
sequined offerings. A large installation by Jody Alexander
and the artist laura laura entitled “Worthy” encourages
viewers to consider the value of books and the reading
experience.
Gallery Hours: Tuesday - Saturday 11:00 am - 6:00 pm Closed Sunday. Artwalk: Second Fridays of the Month.
Donna Seager Gallery, 851 4th Street, San Rafael, CA, USA
www.donnaseagergallery.com
skúta 52 BOOKS / 52 WEEKS+
Until 30th July
VSW, Rochester, New York

a database, and a digital kiosk. Technology has enabled this
work through the immediacy of digital image making,
information storage, printing and presentation. But many
of skuta’s books display a reverence for the book in real
time and space; some also recall simpler, analog tools of
record keeping from his youth on an Icelandic sheep farm.
Most of the collections are defined by the durations of
the practices the artist set up for himself: to log all books,
newspapers, and magazines read; to archive price tags from
clothing purchased; to save all Metro cards used; to record
his daughter’s changing relationship to her own past. Other
collections use found objects to evoke Skúta’s Icelandic
heritage: his father’s books of sheep names; his mother’s jean
patches; objects from the family homestead; photographs
of the Icelandic landscape. Throughout, the practices and
disciplines of recording are central to the artist’s work:
for him, “beauty is a by-product.”
www.vsw.org
THE GREAT OUTDOORS
Aspex Gallery, Portsmouth, UK
Until 1 August 2010
An exhibition featuring the work of: Anorak, Adam
Bridgland, Ed Boxall, Ed Carpenter, Benoit Convers,
Sarah Fotheringham, Robert Jarvis, Loglike, Edd Pearman,
Claire Scully, Lizzie Thomas, Thornback & Peel and
Simon Woolham.
Aspex, The Vulcan Building
Gunwharf Quays, Portsmouth, PO1 3BF
www.aspex.org.uk
Stories
Until 4th September 2010, Wolverhampton Art Gallery

A simple idea: to produce a book a week for 52 weeks. This
was the contract the artist skúta made with himself (Skúta
Helgason) in July of 2003, allowing for the extenuating
circumstances of intervening family events, financial needs,
and Acts of God -- all of which did intervene, stretching the
project into a seven year exercise. Life’s intervention into
the art making process as well as the incorporation of art
practice into the mundane, overlooked details of day-to-day
living are both central to the project. A common theme in
the books of 52/52+ series is the richness of our attempts
to organize, mark, and chronicle the passage of time,
to collect the fractured moments of daily life.
Time is relevant, if not contiguous: consider these books
as discreet moments unbound by daily existence.
52/52+ constitutes a library, an archive, a catalogue,
a collection, and a retrospective. The installation of the 52
artist’s books spans many media: objects, facsimiles,
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Flashback IV, one of the works in the exhibition by Nicola Dale

Featuring the work of nine artists from varied creative
backgrounds, works inspired by fairytales, mythology and
childhood memories are displayed for an engaging summer
experience. Including paintings, sculpture, book installations
and textiles the show has a range of diverse artworks for
visitors of all ages to explore. From the large scale light
installations of Aether and Hamera to the drawing based
textiles of Maria Holohan, the gallery space is transformed.
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Creating Stories - Bookbinding Workshop, 14 Aug 2010,
10am – 3.30pm. Create your own handmade sewn-bound
book with artist-curator and book-binder Rachel Marsden in
this one-day workshop. This workshop costs £20 per person
including all materials, lunch and refreshments.
To book please call 01902 550060.
www.wolverhamptonart.org.uk
The Printed Image in China
The British Museum, London (Rooms 90 and 91)
Until September 5, 2010
The Printed Image in China presents for the first time
highlights from the entire collection of Chinese prints
at the British Museum. The collection is one of the most
comprehensive in Europe, and this exhibition marks the first
exhibition on the Chinese print of this scope and approach.
It presents some of the finest and most famous prints ever
produced in China, brings an outstanding collection to a
wider audience and celebrates the artistic creativity of the
Chinese printmaker.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The 2010 Agassi Book Arts Prize
Congratulations to Lilla Duignan who has been awarded
The 2010 Agassi Book Arts Prize by the Centre for Fine Print
Research for her work around artists’ books as The Small
Centre for Collaborative Practice, created on the MA Multidisciplinary Printmaking course. Lilla is also the founder
of ABC the Artists’ Books Club based at UWE bringing
together students, staff and friends of the book here, and for
which she has worked tirelessly. Now that she has completed
her MA, Lilla will continue to run ABC with Angie Butler
from its base at UWE.

Xu Bing’s Book from the Sky from the Museum collection
is included in the exhibition. In addition, the exhibition is
accompanied by a catalogue, edited by Clarissa von Spee,
(curator of the Chinese and Central Asian collections at the
British Museum,) with essays by international experts (Anne
Farrer, Thomas G.Ebrey and Hiromitsu Kobayashi,) and 129
colour illustrations.
The British Museum, Great Russell Street, London WC1B,
United Kingdom. www.britishmuseum.org
For more information on Xu Bing visit: www.xubing.com
Altered Books
Until October 9, 2010
[Artspace] at Untitled, Oklahoma City, USA
On view until October 9, the show will feature book art by
artists from across the United States and Canada.
Altered Books is curated by Elizabeth Brown, Assistant Chair
and Associate Professor of Art at the College of Fine Art
and Design, University of Central Oklahoma. Brown’s
inspiration for this exhibition came from the idea of reading
form, form which at one time was a book: “To take an object
typically thought of as a container of information and treat
it as raw material or a blank slate is simultaneously sacrilege
and inspiring.”
[Artspace] at Untitled
1 NE 3rd Street, Oklahoma City, OK 73104, USA
Hours: Tues - Fri: 10 - 6, Sat: 10 - 4, Sun - Mon: Closed
www.artspaceatuntitled.org
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An exhibition of Duignan’s work will be shown in the Tom
Trusky Memorial Artists’ Books Cases at Bower Ashton
Library from 2nd – 27th October 2010.
The Small Centre for Collaborative Practice
Lilla D is mistress of ceremonies, director and collaborator
(also known as captain) at The Small Centre, founded by
her in 2010 - to represent and document her own eclectic
practice, and that of co-collaborators, collectively known as
Tribe. www.thesmallcentreforcollaborativepractice.com
Book Arts Newsletter Covers
Dear Readers, as you will know we have switched the
Book Arts Newsletter to online only as of this issue, and now
have the advantage of colour. The artist Francis Elliott
suggested that we invite artists to design a ‘cover page’ for
each issue, as a free piece of downloadable artwork.
We asked Francis to do the first one, First Steps (2010)
Francis Elliott, published by the Foundry Press, which is the
‘cover page’ for this issue. A 1:1 scale map of the world,
blown up from Ordinance Survey maps, starting at Sir
Isaac Newton’s birthplace in Woolsthorpe by Colsterworth,

Lincolnshire, and then spiralling outwards. This is copy #1,
Sir Isaac’s front doorstep, each block is a single pixel from
the highest resolution scan possible of the original map,
which measures 86.8cm by 126.9 cm. Each copy is a unique
part of the whole, made to order, cost £80.
www.foundrypress.co.uk

Saturday Workshop: The Book as Architecture
Tutor: Paul Johnson
Saturday 11 September, 2010, 10am - 3pm

COURSES, LECTURES, CONFERENCES &
WORKSHOPS
There are two vacancies on the weekly Monday
afternoon Book Arts course at The Dove Studios, Butleigh,
near Glastonbury, UK, beginning again in October. Details
from the tutor, Bronwen Bradshaw on 01458 850682 or
bronbradshaw@yahoo.com
The 2011 registration forms for CODEX 3 are now
online. There are separate forms for Symposium only and
for Book Fair tables + additional Symposium seats
CODEX Foundation Website: www.codexfoundation.org
CODEX Foundation Symposium: BORDERS &
COLLABORATIONS. Monday, February 7 - Wednesday,
February 9, 2011 at the Berkeley Art Museum.

Make a pop-up gazebo in which there are no folds and
therefore no paper ‘fatigue.’ All sections are fastened
together using a range of paper hinges, locks, and dovetail
joints. You can see Paul Johnson’s ‘books without folds’ at
www.bookart.co.uk follow links to Artist’s Work and scroll
down to New Work 2009.
Fee, inc materials and equipment £40
Venue: Paul Johnson’s studio in south Manchester, UK
For further information or to book a place contact
Paul Johnson at: Tel: 0161 485 2174
Email: pauljohnson@bookart.co.uk

The programme includes:
KEYNOTES
The Contemporary Dutch Private Press
Paul van Capelleveen. Curator Modern Collections,
Museum Meermanno, The Hague.
Book Arts in the 21st Century Research Library
Richard Ovenden, FRSA, FSA. Keeper of Special
Collections and Associate Director, Bodleian Library,
Oxford.
Fine Printing in Mexico: Taller Martin Pescador, Michoacán
Juan Nicanor Pascoe, Printer and Publisher
Perspectives: The Artist Book in Latin and South America
Martha Hellion, Visual Artist and Independent Curator

Professione Libro Association upcoming Courses
As well as promoting book-related events, workshops and
research, it collaborates with typographers, calligraphers,
illustrators, designers and bookbinders on projects such
as limited editions, children’s books and bookbinding
exhibitions.

Peter Rutledge Koch, The Codex Foundation
2205 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710, USA
Telephone 510 849-0673
www.codexfoundation.org

Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS. Milan, 17th November 2010
80 EUR materials included

On Saturday 4th September, from 11.30 am - 1pm,
Liz Bird and Amanda Hazell are running a workshop on
altering books, and in the afternoon from 2 - 3.30pm will
be running another workshop on paper folding at the
Create Centre, Bristol, UK.
Places are free but need to be booked through the Create
Centre. Tel 0117 925 0505 or email create@bristol.gov.uk
Create Centre, Smeaton Road, Bristol BS1 6XN
www.createbristol.org
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New members, ideas and initiatives are welcome.
Professione Libro organises courses and workshops to suit
all levels of interest and skill, such as
basic bookbinding, fine binding, experimental binding,
book and paper repair, paper decoration and the use of
textiles in bookbinding.

Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS - evening
Milan, 22nd November 2010. 40 EUR materials included
Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
BOOKBINDING AND RESTORATION OF BOOKS - basic
course. Milan, 24th November 2010 -11th May 2011
840 EUR materials included
Carmencho Arregui, Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
FOTObooks (International). Milan, 15th-16th January and
19th-20th March 2011. 400 EUR materials included
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For full information in English or Italian, and to book online
please visit: www.professionelibro.it
ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE LIBRO Fine Bindings,
Book Conservation, Via A. Del Bon, 1 - 20158 Milan, Italy
Tel/fax (+39) 02 3760058
info@professionelibro.it
Mixed Media Sketchbook course, Italy 2010
Spark your creative passion in the unforgettable colour and
light of autumn in Italy, October 2010.

The class size is limited. Questions? Email Alison Kurke:
kurberry@mac.com or Cass Nevada: cass.v2@mac.com
Full details at: http://sketchbookit.wordpress.com/about/
The Seventh Australian Print Symposium will be held
in Canberra at the National Gallery of Australia on 15-17
October 2010. The programme will contain a number of
book-related sessions. Details of prices, speakers and other
information is now online at:
www.nga.gov.au/printsymp2010

The Mixed Media Sketchbook course, offered previously at
several venues in the United States, is a creative exploration
taught by Larry Calkins and offered for the first time abroad.
In the course of this six day immersion workshop we’ll
focus on the unexpected combination of mixed media and
the written word to establish a strong sketchbook habit that
fosters new artistic expression. Co-teaching with Larry in
the workshop will be Cass Nevada, a writer, artist and group
facilitator.

Bookbinding workshops with Isabelle Ting at the
Owl & Lion Gallery, Edinburgh, UK

Relax in beautiful Civita Castellana, north of Rome and
south of Florence, where you will experience fresh local
cuisine, exceptional wines, and amazing panoramas. Most
days will include walks or group trips to local archaeological
sites, medieval towns and villages, stunning gardens, and
the varied and rugged landscape of Northern Lazio. Alison
Kurke, resident and book arts expert, is helping to organise
this once-n-a-lifetime opportunity. As you experience the
beauty and rich history of the region, you will delve into
the creative process of your sketchbook. Through hands-on
experimentation with new and familiar media, book-making,
group and individual discussions, photography, guided and
free writing sessions, you’ll increase fluency and expand
your skills.

Jacob’s ladder - Creative Binding
Monday - Friday 16th - 20th August, 2pm - 6pm, £150
Not suitable for absolute beginners
This workshops explore a number of book structures which
have elements that appear and disappear when the structures
are manipulated. We will begin with Jacob’s ladder and
Tunnel Books, 360* C Book and if time permits - magic
wallets.

After a week of artful exploration, you will have reawakened
your creative process as well as your senses, and achieved a
new level of expression. And with a completed sketchbook
(at least one!) you’ll have a highly personal reflection of your
2010 trip to Italy that will continue to inspire you for years
to come.
Programme: Sunday/domenica, October 3rd, 4pm Civita
Castellana: first class meet’n’greet and introduction
M-F/lunedi al venerdi, October 4-8: Full class sessions,
countryside/gardens/ruins/plazas/local-loveliness visits
Saturday/sabato, Oct 9: Finish up, discuss, play, farewells.
The cost of the course at this point is in the ballpark of
$2500 US and includes: 6 nights lodging (standard dbl occ),
continental breakfast and lunch / workshop space,
transportation to various sites during the workshop,
two teachers and loads of inspired energy.
This price does not include transportation to/from Civita
Castellana from Rome or other main entry point.
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Traditional Bookbinding
Monday - Friday 2nd - 6th August, 6.30pm - 9pm, £150
With two classes to choose from, this is an intensive 5 days
bookbinding course, suitable for beginners. During the
week, you shall be introduced to traditional bookbinding
methods.

Decorative and expose spine sewing
Monday - Friday 23rd - 27th August, 6.30 - 9pm, £150
During this course Isabelle will be focusing on gorgeous
spine work - Coptic stitching and multiple section sewing
with decorated spine. These are often complex and very
beautiful stitches that are needed to build a spine. Make at
least 4 books over the 5 days.
Term classes at the Owl & Lion Gallery, Edinburgh, UK
Repairs and Conservation
20th September - 15th November, 6.30 - 8.30pm, £150
This 8-week workshop focus on taking apart broken books.
You will learn to repair, re-sew and re-cover. Orlene and
Isabelle shall lead this workshop together, proceeding with
clear steps to repair paper and safe ways to clean your
books. Orlene, will give guidance on individual books, while
Isabelle specialised in removing and repairing broken clasps
and will show you how to reattach the clasps or use them on
a new book! - Please note only some materials are provided,
you will be expected to bring your own broken books as the
class proceeds.
Decorative and Exposed spine - General Bookbinding
21st September - 16th November, 6.30 - 8.30pm, £120
Not suitable for Beginners. Moving on from the beginners

classes, we shall work with paper book cloth and leather.
During this course Isabelle will be focusing on gorgeous
spine work - Coptic stitching and multiple section sewing.
These are often complex and very beautiful stitches that
are needed to build a spine. Make at least 4 books over the
eight-week period.
Absolute Beginners Bookbinding
22nd September - 17th November, 6.30 - 8.30pm, £100
This course is aimed at absolute beginners who will be
introduced to grain direction, paper cutting, stab binding,
pamphlet stitching and other single section binding.
Isabelle will lead each workshop, taking you through
various techniques stage-bystage, as well as responding to
digressions and any queries.You’ll be given the chance to
work with both paper and leather and should be able to
make a number of books over the eight-week period.

ARTISTS’ BOOKS FAIRS & EVENTS
By Leaves We Live: Artists’ Books Fair
Saturday 25 September 2010, 11-6pm
Scottish Poetry Library, 5 Crichton’s Close, Canongate,
Edinburgh, UK
Stalls, displays, talks, workshops
With SMALL: an exhibition of tiny artists’ books
All welcome, free
More details at www.spl.org.uk or contact
julie.johnstone@spl.org.uk
Ffotogallery’s biannual Book Arts Fayre will be back this
autumn, taking over Turner House on Saturday 9th October
2010 from 11am-4.30pm.
The Book Arts Fayre celebrates the ‘artist’s book’ in all its
forms, from hand printed zines to hardback monographs.
It gives everyone from artists to students, graduates and
families the chance to explore and engage in self-publishing
and a wealth of contemporary book arts and print practice
from Wales and beyond.
More information about Ffotogallery’s Book Arts Fayres can
be found on www.ffotogallery.org/talks-and-events.php/
and for pictures of previous BAFs see Ffotogallery’s Flickr
page: www.flickr.com/photos/ffotogallery/

Working with Leather 1- Traditional Bookbinding
Thursdays, 23rd September - 18th November
6.30 - 8.30pm, £150
Suitable for Beginners. In this eight-weeks course, you shall
be introduce to traditional bookbinding methods, including
an introduction to leather paring and gold tooling.
Working with Leather ll - Traditional Bookbinding
24th September - 19th November - with a break on the 15th
of October, 6.30 - 8.30pm, £150
Not suitable for beginners, please see Thursday class for
beginners. In this 8 weeks course, you shall be working
entirely with leather, and will learn to make Inlays and
Onlays, Marbling, Box Making - Construct boxes, folios and
cases for your books. Some gold and silver tooling.
Book online: www.owlandlion.bigcartel.com
or phone: +44(0)131 220 0900
For further details please email:
info@owlandliongallery.com
Owl & Lion Gallery / Boutique
15 Grassmarket, Edinburgh EH1 2HS, UK
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OPPORTUNITIES
Call for submissions - Book Arts Fayre
We are currently looking for artists, collectives and
craftsmen to grace our second Book Arts Fayre of 2010.
There are free stall spaces up for grabs and we are also on
the hunt for live art-making initiatives for participants to
engage with on the day.
If you are interested in holding a stall please email your
details and a brief description of works, ideally with lowres images, to turnerhouse@ffotogallery.org or post your
submission to the address below.
Submissions Deadline - Saturday 4th September 2010
Stalls are selected on suitability.
For more details about our bi-annual BAF’s and the next
line-up as it’s confirmed please see our blog-site
http://ffotogallerybookartsfayre.wordpress.com
Ffotogallery (Open: Tues – Sat / 11am – 5pm)
Turner House, Plymouth Road, Penarth, Cardiff. CF64 3DH
email: turnerhouse@ffotogallery.org
www.ffotogallery.org
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Call for Entries - 6th International Artist’s Book
TriennialVilnius 2012. Theme: “Love”
Deadline: 15th of November 2011
http://projects.arts.lt/
Curator: Kestutis Vasiliunas,
Email: Kestutis@Vasiliunas.arts.lt

Call for entries - Photo Book Works
Abecedarian Gallery in Denver, Colorado is now accepting
entries for Photo Books, an exhibition of artists’ books that
include photography as a primary element of content. Books
may be editioned or unique, sculptural or more traditionally
bound.

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE SCHEME at Buckinghamshire
County Museum
Applications are invited for the 8th Muir Trust Residency in
association with Buckinghamshire County Museum, to be
based at the Museum 6th June – 2nd July 2011.

Entry Deadline August 14, 2010, exhibition dates are
September 30 - November 13, 2010. Entry fee is $10 per
book. All entries are to be submitted via digital upload. For
more information visit www.abecedariangallery.com and
click on the opportunities for artists link or send an email to
alicia@abecedariangallery.com

For this residency, we are looking for an artist using the
book form as a work of art in itself who is able to respond
to the Residency environment and draw inspiration from the
Museum collections and/or a loan exhibition of oil paintings
from the County, recently revealed by the Public Catalogue
Foundation. All applicants must have a developed personal
vision and at least 15 years’ experience. He or she must
be a good communicator and able to engage with museum
visitors of all ages.

Alicia Bailey, Director, Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe, Unit #101
Denver, CO 80204, USA
www.abecedariangallery.com

An award of £3,000 (which includes an element for
materials) will be paid and a selling exhibition of the work
produced will follow the residency (2 - 31 July 2011).

Orvelte is a lovely authentic monumental village situated in
one of Holland’s oldest landscapes in Drente in the NordEast of the country. Each year some 120.000 people come to
visit this village to look at the old handicrafts and experience
the relaxed atmosphere. The graphic centre opened its
doors in March 2010 and is welcoming everyone interested
in print/bookmaking to work in its well-equipped rooms.
This complete new building has been placed just besides the
studio of Dutch printmaker Toon Wegner, who died a few
months before the opening. Thanks to him this project could
be realised.

Closing date for completed applications: 1 October 2010.
Interview date is 19 November 2010.
For further information and an application form please
write, enclosing an A4 SAE to: Melanie Czapski, Keeper of
Art, The Muir Trust Residency Application
Buckinghamshire County Museum
Church Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 2QP
(or email mczapski@buckscc.gov.uk or ring 01296 624 519)

NEW GRAPHIC CENTRE IN ORVELTE,
THE NETHERLANDS, OPENS ITS DOORS
From Frans Baake

AMBLE - Invite you to travel Britain*
SNAP, CRACKLE, POP UP LIBRARY
Out of a suitcase in a town, city or seaside resort near you
pops up a mobile library celebrating artists’ books.
Amble are building a spectacular collection of artists’ books,
zines and small press publications to tour across the land and
showcase to new audiences. This mobile library will appear
at several planned and a few impromptu venues, providing
a comfortable environment to allow visitors the chance to
peruse and immerse themselves in the joys of the artist’s
book. *Via your own artists’ books, zines and publications.
To submit your work to the Amble library collection and
find out more contact amblingbooks@gmail.com
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The centre is called ‘Grafische proeftuin’, which means
that all graphic techniques can be tasted. There are several
etching presses, a litho press and letterpress facilities
(presses as well as letters in several fonts).
For those who want to make images based on photographs
there is a darkroom that can be used for analogue purposes.
All printed works can be transformed into books in
small editions.

For students and/or artists the upper floor has artist in
residence-possibilities. There is a sleeping room for about
3/4 persons and there is also a small kitchen. If there are
too many people: there are cheap bed-and-breakfast options
within walking distance.

From David Morrish of DeadCat Press (www.deadcat.ca)
I am sending out this call for new readers for my blog, Dark
Dissolution, which I have been building since 01 Jan 2010.
with examples and links to all things morbid and funerary
as part of my research for ongoing artwork.
http://darkdissolution.blogspot.com

The centre is ideal for staying a few days or more to work on
printing projects individually or in workshops. Afterwards
the results can be exhibited at the entrance room.
For those who like to have some more information
please visit www.grafiek-orvelte.nl or send an email to
kunstnetwerk@planet.nl
MENAGERIE OF THE MIND
Call for Entries - Deadline August 30
Artists and the general public of all ages from around
the world are invited to submit works for the upcoming
Menagerie of the Mind exhibition (Sept 26 - Nov 28).
Create an image of animals (real or fantastic) for a children’s
picture book or video.You may submit an entire book, a
stand-alone character, or both. Works in any medium are
welcome. The submission deadline is Monday, August 30.
Works may not exceed 12 x 12 x 12 inches.
For additional information, email: participate@jmkac.org
with “Menagerie of the Mind” in the subject line or visit us
online at: http://www.jmkac.org/Menagerie
INTERNET NEWS
Chantal Leibenguth of Am’Arts has created a Facebook
Group: Délires de Livres on which everybody can send
photos of their books, the link is:
http://www.facebook.com/?ref=home#!/group.
php?gid=126685207361606&ref=mf
Bodo Korsig whose artists’ books were recently shown
at Galerie DRUCK & BUCH (www.druckundbuch.de)
is the subject of a film on the use of a Road Roller to Print
Monotypes at Museum Biedermann:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCC33IwCVx0
A performance in Memory of Cezary Staniszewski
(1951 - 2000) by Tomasz Wilmanski, Andrzej Mitan 21.06.2010 (“W jakim pieknym jestesmy miejscu...”
C. Staniszewski) at The Mazovian Centre of Contemporary
Art “Elektrownia” in Radom. Photos can be viewed at:
http://elektrownia.art.pl/?fotorelacja-z-otwarciawystawy,136
Christiaan Wikkerink has just graduated from AKI (ArtEz)
Academy of Arts in Enschede, The Netherlands. Books
and book like objects have been a substantial part of his
works and graduation exhibition. Most of them are by now
featured on his website http://www.christiaanwikkerink.nl
under Publicaties or Portfolio.
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A Place of Interest
The video A Place of Interest, documents a group’s journey
to the Doverodde Book Arts Festival, and the making of an
artist’s book by Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden during the
drive, ferry crossing and arrival at the summerhouse, using a
typewriter, Polaroid camera and GPS.
Images by: Angie Butler, Sarah Bodman, Paul Laidler, Natalie
McGrorty, Simon Smith, Tom Sowden. Music: written and
performed by Simon Smith. Produced by Joe Mills.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/pofi10.htm
or http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxwtTZoeSlA
Dinner and a Rose
Sarah Bodman and Nancy Campbell are collaborating on
a new artist’s book for the University of Dundee’s AHRC
funded project Poetry Beyond Text:Vision,Text and Cognition,
which is commissioning new work as part of an exploration
into how readers respond to visual aspects of poetry.
As Nancy explains, this tribute to Patricia Highsmith’s
Ripley quartet, ‘takes ‘the talented Mr Ripley’ from being
a small time fraudster in New York to millionaire murderer
in the beauty spots of Europe. Sarah is intrigued by the
meals Ripley consumes, which are documented in detail by
Highsmith as a sign of his growing sophistication. Ripley’s
victims stand in the ways of his appetite for the good life,
epitomised by chicken in aspic, champagne, lobster, celeri
remoulade and sole veronique.’
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A new !lm by Andrew Norris - Scenes from a village,
15 - Woods and trees. Walking through any of the woods
hereabouts one gets the feeling that these trees have for
generations gone through their annual cycle of growth and
decay and regeneration largely untouched by any human
influence. www.youtube.com/user/andrewnorris2

As part of their collaboration, Nancy and Sarah hosted a
dinner party for their invited guests, at which the meals and
liqueurs mentioned in the book were served. The dinner
party served as inspiration for both of them: Nancy created
texts around Highsmith’s work and the conversations, and
Sarah photographed a documentary of Ripley’s mise en place
and dining experiences.
See The Gourmet Mr Ripley at http://nancycampbelle.
blogspot.com/2010/05/ripley-gourmet.html
Watch a film of the dinner party food and drink at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqmtJvdb738
From Andrew Eason: The pop-band-who-do-concept-albumsabout-environmentalism, Shearwater, recently released
a limited-edition bookwork they called ‘The Golden
Dossier’ as a bit of a marketing device for their most
recent album, The Golden Archipelago. They have made
it available as a free pdf too, which further blurs the line
between liner notes and book art. I don’t know about you,
but I was certainly obsessive about liner notes and album
packaging as a kid. Download at: http://shearwatermusic.
com/2010/02/download-the-golden-dossier/
Ciara Healey has some short films on YouTube, following
an artist’s residency in Austria. There are 4 in all and one
more on the way: Two are about my Grandmother in Ireland
and two others are about the themes I usually work with;
love, loss and nature. All of these films are currently being
adapted into a book format. http://www.youtube.com/
user/ciarahealyfilms
From Deirdre Lawrence
Westreich/Wagner Library comes to Brooklyn
We are thrilled to receive Thea Westreich and Ethan
Wagner’s library. These books will enhance the Brooklyn
Museum’s Library especially in the areas of modern and
contemporary art. http://nyarc.org/content/westreichlibrary-comes-brooklyn
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From Simon Goode: Self Publish, Be Happy is an
organisation founded by Bruno Ceschel in 2010 with the
aim to celebrate and promote self published photo books
through events, such as fairs, exhibitions and conferences,
books and online. Self Publish, Be Happy also organises
workshops to help photographers make and publish their
own books. For more information visit:
http://selfpublishbehappy.wordpress.com
Ian Abbott and Tracey McGarrigan have a new
website, orange and cyan arts. Their recent exhibition
in Bournemouth featured new work including PlasticWords
Squared and PlasticWords Cubed (5 new pieces sited in a
transparent cube) following on from their previous book
works. http://orangeandcyanarts.blogspot.com
From JurgenWegner: Canberra Craft Bookbinders’ Guild
(done by Caren Florance) has some interesting items in its
blog: one on an artists’ books exhibition and the other the
new Australian book arts journal.
www.canberrabookbinders.org.au/news/blog/
The Saga of the South Sea Stones

Over 200 poetry pebbles form part of an inspiring project
in the landscape, pioneered by visual artist and teacher
David G Kirby.You can read a short interview with
him on the Southbank Centre’s Literature blog for Global
Poetry System at: http://litandspoken.southbankcentre.
co.uk/2010/06/29/the-saga-of-the-south-sea-stones/
WORK, HARD,TRY: A (W)reading by Rachel Lois
Clapham - a downloadable response to scripturacontinua,
a performance series curated by Katharine Fry in March
2010 featuring new work by artists Francis Elliott, Sheila
Ghelani, Jordan McKenzie and Helen Schoene.
Scriptura Continua refers to the writing of late antiquity
in which no inter-word spacing or punctuation was used,
with no distinction between cases. As such, the task of
interpreting the text fell to the reader, forced to divide the
written string of letters into words. Reading aloud, meaning
was only recovered through oralisation as the texts were
recited over and over again.

The resulting WORK, HARD, TRY: A (W)reading by Rachel
Lois Clapham links the productive literary constraint and
historical practice of Scriptura Continua to a contemporary
notion of writing performance. The publication takes
the form of a basic downloadable PDF template and uses
scripturacontinua’s open invitation to solicit future acts of
reading, writing and performance.
Rachel Lois Clapham is Co-Director of Open Dialogues; a
UK based collaboration that produces critical writing on and
as performance.Rachel Lois Clapham A (W)reading PDF
download is available at: http://www.kaleideditions.com/
eshop/images/pdf/rachel lois clapham a wreading.pdf
The Hair Collection

Kurt Johannessen has been collecting a single strand of hair
from each participant in this project. So far he has more than
1000. “In 2016, the project will most likely reach its aim.
Embassies are created more or less all around the world.
Ambassadors are hereby sought.” For more information see
www.zeth.no/hair.html

The book is an edition of 10, made with Edinburgh book
cloth, Somerset Book paper and Daler Rowney, Canford
for the endpapers and slip case. The binding is pamphlet
stitch sewn through the spine. It is printed using inkjet
pigment inks, with typewriter text (typed on a Silver-Reed
Silverette) which has been scanned and then printed. All
the photographs are original and not digitally generated
i.e. mould was grown to show the word mould, I rusted
metal to show the word rust, and the word dust was with
made with real dust. I cannot however take credit for the
web, which is my photograph of a spider’s work. 3 copies
available. Price £100. Contact: email@angelacallanan.com
More photos on www.angelacallanan.com under Galleries Book Art

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
7 Signs of Absence by Angela Callanan
This book was made as part of Book Art Object. and is inspired
by a Rosemary Dobson poem called Learning Absences. Book
Art Object was founded by Sara Bowen and is a collaboration
between 8 book artists. 7 in Australia and myself (Angela
Callanan) in the UK. http://bookartobject.blogspot.com
The first thing that struck me about the poem was the
traces left behind by the person who had left. Then I began
looking at the body as if it was an abandoned building, left
unused without any interaction with another person - what
would happen to you? I don’t know why but the first thing
I thought of was the heart rusting up, and the rest followed
from there. The brain becoming covered in mould, and veins
full of dust. This also links to my existing work; exploring
the idea of psychological wounds exhibited as physical
manifestations, and the dust image is part of a series called
‘Traces Left Behind’.
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A Place of Interest

Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden made an artist’s book A Place
of Interest for the exhibition at Doverodde Book Arts Festival
2010, during their drive and ferry crossing from Bristol to
Doverodde, with a typewriter, Polaroid camera and GPS.
You can download a PDF of the book to print and assemble
yourself at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/denmark10.htm
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Information sent in by Ama Bolton about a new Book Arts
journal published in Australia. Quote from Textile Fibre
Forum: “The Australian Book Arts Journal (ABA) has
been launched by Linda Douglas - a journal about and
for book artists, !ne binders, printmakers, calligraphers
and writers. Three issues to be published in 2010, four
per year from 2011... Each issue will contain an essay,
interviews, reviews, profiles, tutorials/masterclass, tips
and techniques. The journal will offer subscriptions starting
at $60 for three issues in 2010 (or you can buy individual
copies). Cost to rise to $80/4 issues in 2011. Themes for
2010: Beginnings for the April issue, Women of the Book
for July and Text and Image, Image and Text for the October
issue.” E-mail: theraggededge@hotmail.com
Inky Rags 1935-2010: Letterpress Printing &
Bookbinding on the Dartington Hall Estate
by Mary Bartlett
Mary Bartlett recounts
a history of Letterpress
Printing and Bookbinding
at Dartington from 1935
until the present day. This is
a fascinating and important
chapter in the story of
Dartington, which includes
characters of significance in
the History of the English
Fine Press tradition.
William McCance, John
Mason & Guido Morris, to
name just a few.
In an age when there was
no easy means to reproduce
text a school would often consider purchasing a letterpress
both for economic and educational purposes. Working
a letterpress enabled a school to print its own material,
thereby avoiding the costs of professional printers, while
at the same time offering its pupils the chance to learn
important intellectual and technical skills. It was mainly
for these reasons that many private and public schools took
up bookbinding and letterpress printing in the 1920s and
1930s.
This book, published by Itinerant Press, also contains an
important reminiscence of John Mason and George Percival
by Rigby Graham; a series of fascinating reminiscences
from some of Mc’s old pupils, including Breon O’Casey;
a comprehensive bibliography of the works produced by
Mc and Mary Bartlett; 20 (mainly) colour photographs as
well as a reproduction of an original Rigby Graham which
Mary Bartlett has printed onto Tuckenhay Mill Paper.
Inky Rags is the eighth publication from Itinerant Press and
has been designed and printed by Philip Kuhn. It is offered
for sale in an artist’s limited edition of 75; 10 cloth at £75,
20 card at £45 and 45 running sheets at £30 210 mm (wide)
x 240mm (length), pp. 87+vii
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For more details please contact
Philip Kuhn, Furzeacres, Buckfastleigh, Devon TQ11 0JH
email xyster@pique.wanadoo.co.uk
www.dartington.org/arts/inky-rags-a-book-by-marybartlett
Liver & Lights No 43 The People
John Bently
Wanting to make a book about all the people I know, or have
known in my life, I recently started collecting memorable
anecdotes to whittle into tiny but intense biographical
poems. Later, I began to illustrate these, somewhat in the
style of fifties cigarette cards. I have created 47 so far, but
the community keeps on growing, who knows where it
will end... Liver & Lights No 43 is a collection of 30 of these
collectable biographical cards in full colour, contained in
a handsome lidded green box, which also contains a book
explaining the project, neatly bound and illustrated.

It doesn’t stop there, however...if you subscribe to the
project, you will get wonderfully graphicked packets of
cards sent to you with glorious intermittency throughout
one calendar year until I run out of people to do or I get
bored (whichever is the sooner). I expect the final number
of people to be around 100 cards... These 30, I have
completed so far... Subscribe to Liver and Lights No 43...
You might be in the book!
A Subscription to Liver & Lights No 43 The People is only £25
including postage...you can pay by cheque or paypal, I don’t
mind... Please send cheques to Liver & Lights Scriptorium,
229 Railton Rd, London SE24 0LX, or paypal details to:
bentlyboy@supanet.com
The Bonefolder -Volume 6, No. 2 is now available
Contents:
A Perspex Partnership: Plexiglas Downunder – Christine
Campbell
Point of View in the Artist’s Book – Susan Viguers
Beautiful & Clever (As Well As Technically Correct) –
A. Kendra Greene
Adventures in the Future of the Book – Gary Frost

Making the Original Pictorial Webster’s – Johnny Carrera
Exploring Artists’ Flipbooks – Deborah Kogan
Notes On The Making Of Books In The 21st Century –
Michael Keller
Marking Time: The 2009 – 2011 Traveling Exhibition of the
Guild of Book Workers – by Rebecca Smyrl
Artists Books: The View from the Other Side –
Doug Spowart
Jen Lindsay, Fine Bookbinding: A Technical Guide –
Karen Hanmer
Pamela Train Leutz, The Thread that Binds: Interviews with
Private Practice Bookbinders – Jeffrey S. Peachey
Elaine Koretsky. Killing Green, An Account of Hand
Papermaking in China – Jana Pullman
The Bonefolder (online) ISSN 1555-6565
Free download at: http://www.philobiblon.com/
bonefolder/vol6no2contents.htm
Announcing a new publication from Bracketpress /
Exitstencil Press: THIS CRIPPLED FLESH - A Book of
Philosophy and Filth a novel by Penny Rimbaud
with illustrations by Alice Smith. To be published 19th
August 2010. ISBN 978-0-9566184-0-5, 198mm x 129mm,
hardback in dust jacket, 384 pages + 16-page section of
colour illustrations by Alice Smith. Designed and typeset by
Christian Brett.
PRE-ORDER PRICE: £15 inc. free UK P&P* [regular price
£18.00 + P&P] *Note: if ordering from outside the UK you
will be contacted closer to publication date with shipping
rates. International postage will be charged at cost.
All pre-orders will ship prior to 19th August. If making
payment by cheque, please make payable to ‘Bracketpress’
and post to Bracketpress, 183 Dunkirk Rise, College Bank,
Rochdale, Lancashire, OL12 6UJ, UK
For more information please visit:
http://www.bracketpress.co.uk
Reading the Streets
Poems by Ken Cockburn, illustrated by Libby Walker

busy image running through the tanka, and separate, more
colourful and abstract images complement the haiku.
You can get hold of a copy – the printed version, or a pdf –
from http://www.duende.org.uk/publications.asp and also
at the Scottish Poetry Library http://www.spl.org.uk
For more information on Ken Cockburn, see:
http://kencockburn.wordpress.com
Collected Earlier Poems (1966-80) Bill Grif!ths
Ed. Alan Halsey. Published by Reality Street, 2010
This volume brings together for the first time Bill Griffiths’
poetry up to ‘Building: The New London Hospital’,
including the ‘Cycles’ and ‘War W/ Windsor’ sequences
that so astonished readers when they first appeared, as well
as much other poetry that was published by his own Pirate
Press imprint, Writers Forum and other small presses in
the 1970s; and also poems and performance texts that have
only made fleeting appearances in ephemeral pamphlets and
magazines, or have never been published before. The works
are presented in largely chronological order. Comprehensive
endnotes detail both the publishing history and variations in
texts and alternative versions. Available from West House
Books, £18.00 + P&P. 368pp. US distribution by SPD
www.westhousebooks.co.uk
In September 2010, a new book of photographs by Nick
Zinner, stories by Zachary Lipez designed and edited
by StacyWakefield will be released by AKASHIC books:
“PLEASE TAKE ME OFF THE GUEST LIST”
http://www.eviltwinpublications.com/GUESTLIST.html
There is a limited edition 7” of music by Nick, Zachary and
Stacy that goes with the book that can only be acquired by
pre-ordering it through Akashic.
The limited edition includes a signed copy of the book, a
signed 4x6 photograph from Nick’s collection of outtakes,
and a fold-out poster that packages the record. This is
available to order now and will ship in August
before the book is available in stores:
http://www.akashicbooks.com/store/page6.html
Field Trip Magazine from Café Royal Books
Field Trip Magazine #1 Summer 2010 Analogue

The first publication by Neil Christie’s Duende Press,
Reading the Streets features a sequence of six ‘city’ tanka,
and seven haiku about the moon. Neil has produced it as
a little concertina, small enough to open to its full extent
with a single pair of arms. The poems have been beautifully
illustrated by Libby Walker, who graduated from Edinburgh
College of Art last year. There’s a continuous and very
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Yotam Hadar, Owen Richards, Diogo Rapazote, Anthony
Zinonos, Preston Is My Paris [interview], Benjamin Seeley,
Aiwei Foo, Aaron McLaughlin, Chris Marsh, Al Palmer, Tom
Warland, Carmel King, Sarah McLean, Shawn Hoke, John
Bradburn, Gemma Land, Beth Atkinson, Adam Paul Verity,
Guy Archard, Ina Thedens, Alexander Williamson, Sam
Nightingale, Joanne Lam, Lauren Martin, Satomi Sugiyama,
Jason Hynes, Jae Dee Scott, Jocelyn Allen, Lomography
LC-A+ [review], Kim Smith, Henrik Drescher, Liam Clark,
Hannah Skelland, Craig Atkinson, Joanne Chan Atkinson,
Carolina Peres, Carolina Bagulho, Sivan Sabach, JB SaintPol, Matt Joyce, Jon Delgado.

3. a group of people in attendance on a monarch or other
person of high rank
4. Computing a set of programs with a uniform design and
the ability to share data
5. Geology a group of minerals, rocks, or fossils occurring
together and characteristic of a location or period
6. a suite of prints especially for you. There are eight in
total, each an edition of fifteen, and you can find them at:
http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/category/works-onpaper
NEW YORK NEW YORK

Photography ISSN 2044-2033 52 pages 200 mm x 290
mm. Full colour, printed on Kaskad 160 / 120gsm.
Run of 1000 copies, hand wrapped in acetate. First
250 hand numbered. United Kingdom £6.00, Europe
£7.50, Everywhere else £9.00, available from
www.fieldtripmagazine.com
A new artist’s book by Frans Baake: Eaux Secours
‘Au secours’ in French
means: ‘help’. The
word ‘Eaux’ (same
pronunciation) in fact
means ‘waters’. So this
mystic title refers to the
Canadian waters the
artist saw a few years
ago. One photograph
has been multiplied in
offset and some linocuts
have been added, somehow belonging to each other.

Franticham’s trip to
New York in November
2009: places they
visited and the people
they met. 22 x 33 cm,
over 40 screen prints +
stencils, collages and 1
rubbing.
Cover screenprinted on
aluminium offset plates
Materials used:
10 different kinds of
paper, tracing paper and
stickers.
Edition of 69 copies - 285 euros / 400 $ / 250 UK
You can order online at www.redfoxpress.com/FH-NY.html
or by email at info@redfoxpress.com
Katie Green has just published the third issue of her zine,
The Green Bean…

A square cloth bound booklet.Yellow cover with red letterpressed title. 20 pages. Edition of 50 copies, signed and
numbered. 9.2 x 9.2 cm, 2010, Enschede, The Netherlands.
24 Euros, for more information or to order, please visit
www.fransbaake.nl
New work available on Gracia & Louise’s online
store: suite. Pronunciation:/swi:t/ noun
1. a set of rooms designated for one person’s or family’s use
or for a particular purpose
2. Music a set of instrumental compositions, originally in
dance style, to be played in succession
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“The zine is really an extension of my blog, featuring
recipes, book reviews, observational drawings, doodles,
what-I-wore drawings and lots more. Also, this issue
I collaborated with blogger and illustrator Amy Ng of
Pikaland to produce an illustrated conversation.

The zine is 36 pages in total and printed on 100% recycled
paper throughout. The first print run is limited to 250
copies, and each one is signed and numbered. Oh, and the
peas/beans on the cover are coloured by hand!”
Available from: http://www.katiegreen.co.uk
http://www.etsy.com/listing/50667220/green-bean-3
Real Life Journals, a new book by Gwen Diehn, is based
on the premise that keeping a journal or notebook can
enhance a practice, project, or any other activity to which
it is applied. With the purpose of the journal in mind,
the journal keeper can design and make his or her own
journal so that the resulting book does exactly what the
journal keeper wants it to do. The book includes a carefully
worked-out dichotomous key that will lead the reader to the
bookform that should work best for the particular purpose,
and it includes directions for making fourteen different
book forms as well as ten different cover styles. The book
includes a great deal of information on the cultural context
of journal keeping, both past and present, and numerous
examples of different journals to give the reader an idea of
the wide range of activities that comprise journal keeping.
hARdCoRe bRIcOlagE - is an independent edition that has
been creating and producing limited handmade screenprints
and books since 2009 in Kreuzberg, Berlin.
Recent artists’ books by Francesco Cassi include:
the transparent neck, screenprinted edition of 27,
numbered & signed, Euro 36 incl. free shipping.
another world is not possible, screenprinted edition of 30,
sleeved in printed ziplock bag, numbered & signed, euro
25 incl. free shipping.
Visit www.hardcorebricolage.com for purchase information.

Diehn’s prints, drawings, and artists’ books have been
exhibited widely and are in numerous collections, including
that of the National Museum of Women in the Arts,
Washington, DC. She is also the author of The Decorated
Page (2002) and The Decorated Journal (2006), both published
by Sterling/Lark.
Real Life Journals: Making and Using Handmade Books
Lark Crafts, a Division of Sterling Publishing Company, Inc.
ISBN 987-1-60059-2. 180 pages in colour. Publication date:
August 3, 2010. Pre order at: www.amazon.com
Helen E. Ingham of The Hi-Artz Press (www.hi-artz.co.uk)
is one of the artists featured in a new book: Reinventing
Letterpress: Prints by Contemporary Practitioners
Charlotte Rivers, Rotovision (1 Jun 2010)
ISBN: 978-2888930938, £14.41 at amazon.co.uk
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HYPER TROPHY, Eric Tabuchi
HYPER TROPHY consists of 12 series of 28 photographs
depicting France’s vernacular landscape. Through a variety
of subjects – such as Chinese restaurants, recycled gas
stations, skate parks and other sundry buildings – HYPER
TROPHY aims at mapping France’s urban margins while
steering clear of hackneyed pictures. With 336 photographs
taken over the past 6 years within a 250 km radius from
Paris, this archive-like book explores the mutating fringes
of France’s regions: urban development areas, roads, the
outskirts of towns – places people usually drive through,
buildings whose unassuming air could serve as a common
thread here.
Through its accumulation process as well as its choice of
subjects, HYPER TROPHY generates a sort of “hyperbanality”. It is a matter-of-fact but dreamlike testimony,
drawing from documentary films and road movies, realism
and Sim City. An ambiguous object, theatrically objective,
distanced and melancholy, chaotic and organized, complex
and obvious, HYPER TROPHY is, in a nutshell, as Yann
Rondeau insightfully puts it with one of his trademark
contradictions in terms, “du Becher Pop”.
Eric Tabuchi is an artist of Danish and Japanese origins; he
examines his country of adoption in order to portray it, and
in some way make it his own. 2 box sets of 6 volumes (40
pages each) + 2 booklets Dimensions: 16.5 x 21 cm (6.5 x
8.3 inches) Price: 100 euros (50 each). Deluxe edition of 50
with 6 original photographs, numbered and signed
Price 400 Euros
Éditions Florence Loewy - www.florence loewy.com
Distribution: www.lespressesdureel.com
Contact: Marine Morin – tel. 06 82 57 39 33
hypertrophy.book@gmail.com
www.erictabuchi.fr
The Idea of Islands by Sue Hubbard and Donald Teskey
The Idea of Islands is a
unique collaboration that
brings together a series
of emotionally incisive
poems by English poet Sue
Hubbard and powerfully
atmospheric drawings
by Irish artist Donald
Teskey RHA, inspired
by a remote and starkly
beautiful location on the
wild, western seaboard of
Ireland. 52 pp.
Published by Occasional
Press, Co. Cork, Ireland
ISBN: 978-0-9548976-9-7 (hardback); 978-0-9548976-7-3
(paperback). Available from: www.occasionalpress.net
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Nowhere to go
Inge Bruggeman of INK-A! Press is pleased to
announce the
availability of
Nowhere to go
featuring poems by
Alan Loney. This
limited edition book
(30 copies + 5 ap’s)
is an attempt at
capturing the beauty,
brevity, and fragility
of life through words,
image, and structure.
In this case it is a life
lived through the
book, the body, and
the act of writing
itself. The book measures 18.75 x 4.5 x 1” closed and is
letterpress printed from hand-set Joanna monotype and
hand-processed photopolymer plates on Hahnemühle
German Etching paper. The accordion structure folds up
around itself and
is housed in a
tri-fold case
where the
colophon
information is
printed. The
book also includes
hand painting in
gouache and small circular punch cuts from the paper.
For more information - www.texturaprinting.com
or inge@texturaprinting.com
An Exercise for Kurt Johannessen
A free download artist’s
book by Sarah Bodman
Kurt Johannessen’s Exercises is
a small book of instructions
such as ‘Kiss the wind’ and
‘Follow a snail for a day’.
One of these exercises is
‘Write 100 stories and
bury them in the forest’.
http://zeth.no/boker.
shtml#EXERCISES
Before leaving for the
Doverodde Book Arts
Festival Sarah wrote 100 short stories in an exercise book,
and has now documented the making and burying of the
book in Denmark alongside the titles of the 100 stories, for
an artist’s book called An Exercise for Kurt Johannessen.
You can download a PDF to print and assemble the book at:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/kurtj10.htm

visual poems. July 2010 - 40 pages - A6 format - 40 pages,
hardcover, thread and quarter cloth binding, laser printing
on ivory paper.Price: 15 euro / 20 US $ / 13 UK Sterling
Online order at www.redfoxpress.com/dada-dellafiora.html
You can order also by email at info@redfoxpress.com

The Happy Hypocrite – issue 5 – themed ‘What Am I?’
Now available. Contributors include:
Roland Barthes / Shumon Basar / Kate Briggs
George Clark and Beatrice Gibson / Ruth Ewan
Antonia Hirsch / Chris Kraus / Hanne Lippard
Seth Price / Laure Prouvost / Stephen Sutcliffe
Sarah Tripp / The Plebs. For more information visit:
http://www.thehappyhypocrite.org
From Start to Here: 25 Artists Celebrate 25 Years
Commemorative Print Portfolio, published by Minnesota
Center for Book Arts (MCBA)
Twenty-five internationally renowned artists have
gathered to celebrate MCBA’s 25th anniversary with a
commemorative print portfolio. A rare compendium of this
calibre of talent, participating artists bring to the portfolio
a variety of mediums across the book arts spectrum,
from typeset letterpress printing, hand papermaking and
calligraphy to wood engraving, reductive linocut and many
other printmaking techniques. Produced in an extremely
limited edition, only 25 copies of the commemorative print
portfolio are available for purchase. For more details see
www.mnbookarts.org/events/25.html
Redfoxpress announces a new book by David Dellafiora
from Australia:Hermetically Sealed

David Dellafiora founded the international correspondence
neo-fluxus network Field Study with Benedict Phillips in
1993. Field Study was conceived as a way of reclaiming the
negative spaces between art and life. Activities stemming
from Field Study are emanations and group emanations are
manifestations. Field Study sees each work as a manifestation of a collective spirit. Everyone is welcome to become
a member of Field Study, irrespective of their arts practice,
and contribute to Field Study projects.
Spanning a decade, Hermetically Unsealed includes original
layout graphics and collages for Field Study, manifestos and
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The photographer Kristy Noble has made a zine with
the poet Gareth Durasow, originally for the exhibition
As is Painting, so is Poetry at the Norman Rea Gallery at
the University of York, UK. Noble responded to his ‘words’
with her imagination and created images from the scenes
that played out in her head when reading his poetry.
It is for sale for £5.00 incl P&P in the UK.
More photos can be found at www.flickr.com/kristynoble
www.kristynoblephotography.com
www.getawaysticks.blogspot.com
Claire Jeanine Satin
As a result of my artist residency in Venice, Italy last spring,
I have completed over 12 book works in one of an ongoing
series WATER BOOKS which include some called from
IL LAGUNA and IL LAMPIONE. All inspired by the
waters of that marvellous city.

They are transparent which enhances the impression of moving/changing watercolour, pattern and character.
All are handbeaded with silver/gold/copper/crystal beads
and nylon thread. The first in the series will be acquired by
The Rare Books Collection of the Library of Congress.
clairesatin@gmail.com
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Home Made Record Sleeve Poster
Stephen Fowler

writing. The obsessive need to write diaristically is glaringly
revealed even if the words themselves are unreadable.
The photographs poetically paced in this volume divulge
seasons of the mind that frame a code of jumbled,
overwritten thoughts. In the end, Kristen’s work is
illuminated through obstruction. Available at 65 USD from:
http://preachersbiscuitbooks.com/Things.html

The Blue Notebook coming soon…
Vol 5 No 1 October 2010

The poster is a signed, numbered, limited edition fourcolour litho print on B2 (500 # 707 mm) uncoated paper.
It costs £8 (includes postage and packaging). It features
some recent record sleeve finds and some of the ‘greatest
hits’ sleeves from the books ‘Home Made Record Sleeves’
volumes 1-3. If you’d like to order a poster please email
Stephen Fowler at sngfowler@yahoo.co.uk

Things I Wanted to Tell You by Kristen Merola is the latest
artist’s book from Preacher’s Biscuit Books.

The next issue of The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
will be out in October. Essays and reviews in this issue
include:
Doug Spowart: Every photo deserves a book: the rise of the
photobook in contemporary self-publishing. The connections
of photography with the book and the key drivers for the
emergence of this new author/producer aspect of book
making.
Lorelei Clark: Making New Worlds: Artists’ Books get out of
their ghetto. Can the art object function as catalyst to and
evidence of human evolution?
Andrew Eason: On Making Reading. What is the nature of the
relationship between book artists and the people they want
to see their work? How does this compare to other versions
of the relationship between books and their authors?

Things IWanted To TellYou is a project based on the compulsion
to free oneself of ideas and thoughts believed to be
unproductive, although significant. Kristen has photographed
her many diaries and notebooks where compulsive entries
are written over the top of one another thereby erasing
ideas, thoughts, and emotive feelings through the act of
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KasiaWlaszczyk reviews White Heat, at KALEID editions.
Twenty-two artists from various professional backgrounds
such as fine art, fashion, photography, book arts, printmaking, painting, interactive digital media and sculpture.
Daniel Mellis reviews Detroit City Map by Kati Rubinyi,
which presents a picture of modern day Detroit together
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

with a skillfully disordered account of a 1943 race riot.
Anastasia Denysenko on Ukrainian artists’ books.
Artworks by Dr Book (aka Guy Begbie), Sarah Jacobs,
Jo Moore, Mermaid Turbulence, Klaus von Mirbach and
Colin Sackett.
Subscription is just £10 GBP a year – including UK or
international postage, for which you receive, two issues,
online access, a badge and some lovely stickers!

…“Mudslide” is an intriguing piece of work both in its
ideas and execution. Relating to the ideas of Migration and
settlement, in a commissioned response for the Bhangra
Exhibition, Bhopal focuses on the wider cultural umbrella,
under which bhangra’s genesis may be located.
Many of the migrants who [re]settled in mass throughout
the UK, found the ‘golden ticket’ [work vouchers] and
tales of a wealthy existence to be a false promise; rather the
encouragement of migration was to fill labour shortages and
unwanted jobs created through the industrial boom which
followed the second world war.

The journal is published in two formats: an electronic colour
version to be accessed at any time online, and a paper, black
and white version. Subscription covers both formats.
Please subscribe by downloading the form at
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm
Or email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk for a form.
Congratulations to Richard Price - his first novel
The Island is about to be published by Two Ravens Press.
“What happens at the beginning is that a father and his
daughter are very nearly killed by a driver who is distracted
on his mobile phone. By the kind of coincidence that happens in Real Life sometimes, and in classic novels quite a lot,
they later on get the chance to steal the car. They do that.
It’s also the day that there’s a catastrophic.... well, you’ll
need to read the book to find out.”
One of Granta’s Best Young Novelists Toby Litt said “The
Island is a story of rare qualities that many writers aim for
and few achieve. Read it – it’ll be one of the most beautiful
nightmares you’ll ever have.”
Richard Price will read from the book at the Edinburgh
Book Festival on the morning of August 19th.
The Island is due out on September 6th but if you order via
the special pre-publication deal, Two Ravens will send it to
you post free in the second week of August and with two
pounds off the cover price. More details at the link below,
where you can also order with Paypal.
www.tworavenspress.com/TRP
REPORTS AND REVIEWS
Baljinder Bhopal - Mudslide
Tajinder Singh Dhami was curator of the Bhangra Exhibition
held at Yate Library, 27 May-29 June 2010. The exhibition
was produced by Jaswinder Singh, director of the Asian
Arts Agency. The following comments are extracts from
a conversation with Baljinder Bhopal regarding her work
“Mudslide” which featured in the exhibition:
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Menial work, night shifts, low pay and discrimination in the
workplace led many migrants to engage in entrepreneurial
activities, opening up clothing factories and import
businesses in the UK, with specific cities such as Leicester,
London and Birmingham being dominant. During the
colonial years India’s cotton and clothing manufacturing
industries had been transferred to Manchester out of a
necessity to build Britain’s economy. Those aware of these
insights tapped into these markets. These numerous business
bought wealth to both employers and employees, creating
working environments of familiarity in both language and
experience, where film scores from India and music which
would later become known as Bhangra would be heard
on loudspeakers throughout the day after prayers and
Bhani (religious songs) had been played before morning
tea break. It could be said that these clothing factories
partly contributed to the building of safe and friendly Asian
communities in the UK.
Over the past 20 years legislation, regulation, rising taxes
and production costs have led to the demise of these
industries in the UK. These markets now slowly travel
around the world looking for economies in ascension, where
wages are low, ensuring low production costs and maximum
profit. Whilst these former factories lie dormant, the
investments and returns made from these, for both employer
and employee have enabled many to gain a foothold within
the UK economy, ensuring a different rite of passage for
second generation British Asians.
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Tom Paine Printing Press
A report by Carolyn Trant
I’m writing about our new venture - the Tom Paine Printing
Press, shop, workshop and Artists Book venue, after reading
the results of Andrew Eason’s research project on Artists’
Books – what they are and how they are received, for which
I was one of his interviewees. Like him, I have also read
Lewis Hyde’s ‘The Gift’ and have been interested in gift
economies, (and I wrote a book called ‘Art for Life’ about
the artist and designer Peggy Angus which was published by
Incline Press in 2004.)
Peter Chasseaud (Altazimuth Press) and I (also known as
Parvenu Press) set up a High Street shop, the Tom Paine
Printing Press and Press gallery, last November in Lewes,
East Sussex.

Within Bhopal’s hand and machine sewn books we find
references to these historical trails, playing with these ideas
in the space between art and craft, she references these
actions of mass production and consumption through a
the production of solitary work, which carries a sense of
privacy, which is an increasingly rarity within a culture
under heavy surveillance, perhaps this may be seen as a
resolution between ‘a now’ and ‘a then’. Using a needle
as her quill, thread as her ink and discarded saris as her
paper, she has created a unique ‘Artist’s Book’ which goes
beyond an ocular-centric reading. The fabric, ridges and
depressions created through her processes invite the viewer
to have an interactive and tactile engagement with her work,
turning each page, one is filled with a sense of surprise as
unexpected blazes of colour and constructed forms stimulate
the senses. Interweaved into this work are numerous
references and insights into diverse aspects of Punjab folk
culture, and its transition through re-location. The more
time one spends with her books the more one is rewarded,
and it seems Bhopal has found a unique method or process,
for expressing her unique voice.”
Interview with Tajinder Singh Dhami, curator of the Bhangra
Exhibition. Transcribed by Baljinder Bhopal
baljinderbhopal@hotmail.com

Peter’s ideas were:
A letterpress and printmaking workshop with a working
press, a facsimile, wooden, common press made by Alan
May (who made the Gutenburg Press for the excellent TV
program with Stephen Fry). Peter originally had his press
made for the 2009 Festival in Lewes celebrating 250 years
since the death of one-time resident of Lewes, Thomas Paine
– author of The Rights of Man…
A historical and political agenda promoting the ideas of Tom
Paine, hand-printing his words as broadsides and pamphlets,
and selling books about Paine in a town with a long history
of radicalism…..
A historical and technical resource about printing with
practical demonstrations, educative for tourist groups,
youngsters etc with letterpress tuition available, books
on typography and related topics for sale; a play area for
graphic designers otherwise stuck on computers in their
working time.
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An introduction to printmaking generally so that people can
see how Artists’ Books are made and what processes go into
them; and the sale of prints and Artists’ Books.

browsers and meet lots of very interesting people; the shop
acts as an information exchange and we link up ideas on our
websites.

A workshop for printing his own Artists’ books,
typographical posters etc with wood and metal type,
woodcuts and other relief prints.

I offer all this detail because it links up with research by
Andrew Eason and Sarah Bodman / Tom Sowden into what
is or can happen with Artists’ Books, what they are or might
be in terms of both making and reception. I have long had a
bee in my bonnet about where and how you show things.

We have done all this, and have small exhibitions of artists
work every month or so.

I am quite schizophrenic about how I work. I was brought up
on the ideas of complete accessibility by Peggy Angus; but
I am also quite private as a creative person at times – some
of my large books delve into quite complex places and I feel
I want to deposit them as time capsules, to be pondered
and absorbed and deconstructed in private without any
further intervention by myself. However I am very happy to
discuss them in the shop or at Book Fairs where I then have
almost another persona. The smaller things I do for the shop
provoke discussion and provide a way into the larger work.
My large installations have always been interactive.
We hope the shop itself is a changing work of art and most
people are very enthusiastic about being in it.
My ideas – well these will unfold.
I am nominally in charge of the ‘gallery’ side of things, but
it is not supposed to look like a proper posh gallery and we
tend to call it just ‘the shop’. For practical reasons prints are
mostly Velcro-ed onto the walls in cellophane covers – easily
moved and taken away – and Artists’ Books are displayed on
tables where they can be handled and discussed.
We aim to introduce the idea of them to people who have
not been aware of them already.
Because of the other activities in the shop and the appeal of
the large wooden press (and we also now have a beautiful
desktop Albion iron press) we attract a great variety of
people, including many who would not normally enter a
‘gallery’. I am usually cutting wood-blocks which they find
exciting.
When we first had the press made well over a year ago it was
operating in a covered space in the old town market where
people passed to and fro. The non-gallery going public was
intrigued to see what was going on but we noticed they
were reticent to venture in unless they felt some sort of
commercial transaction could take place. They were almost
embarrassed to accept the free demo and discussion offered,
although we could see they wanted it, until we started
selling artists cards for a couple of pounds each which
seemed to resolve the problem – honour was satisfied and
they provided a let-out clause - ‘I’ve only popped in for a
card’…if they got bored, or a way of expressing approval
if they enjoyed it. So we now sell lots of cards, either hand
blocked or digital copies of our larger prints, which help pay
the rent. ‘Popping in’ for these we end up with lots of happy
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For many years I have run a printmaking group of allcomers, experienced or not, and each year we make a book
about an aspect of the town; in the past we have always tried
to exhibit in the High Street, in shop windows if necessary,
for all passers by to see. Our shop is now a permanent base
for these prints and books too. We hope it is an antidote to
some of the more chi-chi life-style shops that keep springing
up in town.
The shop fulfils a desire to curate one’s own space for one’s
own work, set within a particular aesthetic and political
stance, without having to write any particular dissertation –
the shop speaks for itself without any confusion of words.
We show a wide range of work apart from our own.
We began with a very successful show of Dmitry Sayenko’s
prints and books, and we’ve also shown Jonny Hannah
– prints books and painted cut-outs – popular, exciting,
contemporary and reasonably priced; and to continue
juxtaposing local with international, we’ve showed Shanty
Bay Press from Canada; all alongside an ongoing, changing
selection of small Artists’ Books.
We’ve made digressions into printed ephemera – toy
theatres, puppets, and topical things for Valentine’s Day,
Carnivale and specific local activities and festivals. For
our local Arts Festival in late August/September we’ll
be showing letter forms breaking into other formats –
ceramics, paper-cutting and even film. I make things for
the shop I might not otherwise have done but always in a
spirit of enjoyment and practical experiment that can turn
out to be useful for other projects. I have always enjoyed
working ‘on the edge’ – of experience, practice, perception
– and this is another enjoyable one; making things that are
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a serious, creative and intuitive exploration for me, that are
also accessible and understandable by a wider public.
Peter has a new workspace for his printing presses and
we have a new resource for working together with poets
and writers. The interaction with people in a shop can be
whatever you choose to make it – some Saturdays it feels
like one long party – exhausting!
Andrew Eason found this excellent quote from George
Eliot writing in 1856: …The greatest benefit we owe the
artist, whether a painter, poet or novelist, is the extension
of our sympathies…a picture of human life such as great
artist can give, surprises even the trivial and the selfish into
that attention to what is apart from ourselves…Art is the
nearest thing to life; it is a mode of amplifying experience
and extending our contact with our fellow-men beyond the
bounds of our personal lot.
If the future looks a little bleak and tricky, sources of
power and resources diminishing, our simple hands-on
approach is surely not reactionary but progressive; and, in
an increasingly over-crowded world, the need to understand
and relate to one another, even more imperative.
www.tompaineprintingpress.com
http://tompainepress.blogspot.com
http://peterchasseaud.blogspot.com
http://carolyntrantparvenu.blogspot.com

Song of the Data Stream
Sarah Jacobs
http://www.songofthedatastream.net/song.html

The 150 quiet meditative pages secluded on the site lead to
the uncontrollable noisy outside world through dozens of
hyperlinks to YouTube videos. Some of the videos relate to
the themes of the Song, while others have been chosen to
present a systematic if partial snapshot of videos uploaded
mainly by members of the public on specific dates.
An allied YouTube channel containing videos produced by
Jacobs working as Scanning Skimming is found at
http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=scanningskimming
Images and texts are adapted or condensed exclusively from
works to be found on the internet. Sources include wellknown texts (eg Kama Sutra in the Burton translation or
the Elements of Euclid) as well as more obscure ones (eg a
book for teaching Hindi through the medium of English).
The science pages are in part a continuation and expansion
of Jacobs’ own work in the Deciphering Human Chromosome
16 series, and include words and phrases distilled from the
journal Nature.
Please note:
The work is not suitable to be viewed in Internet Explorer.
Google Analytics are applied to the site.
The site has been selected for preservation by the British
Library.
For further information write to
scanning.skimming@gmail.com

Kinderinsel
A report from a book artist in a kindergarten
Klaus von Mirbach, Germany
For the last 6 years, I have been working one day a week
with children in a local kindergarten. We produce a lot of
drawings and large-scale paintings, and since summer 2009 I
have taken up bookmaking with the 3-6 year old age group.
Japanese stab binding, zines and folded concertina books,
books to gather colour-experiments; we have illustrated
narratives, made collage books and some children filled
books with writing, forgetting that they could not write.

Song of the Data Stream is composed of three basic narrative
strands which relate to the worlds of science, education,
and the imagination. The site has been concocted by Sarah
Jacobs, and is an ongoing project which increases in stages.
Meaning is carried in the sequences and by the words, the
images, the page titles, and the tooltips which can be
found by hovering on individual images.
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Our recent project was a kind of ‘mapping’, remembering
the artist’s conviction that we have to experience something
before we can draw or describe it. So we went out of the
kindergarten, to take a look at the world and get a new
picture of it. Drawing as a way to slow down. Sitting at the
roadside, on a bank in a park, on a meadow; and stop, look,
and listen. The nursery team and I discussed in advance, what
could be an adventure, an experience for the children, and:
what had been an adventure for us when we were children?
Where did we go? Which places do we remember as
spellbound places? And then we struggled with some parents
who believed the adventure takes place where we pay for it:
in kids’ planet or jungle town theme parks. And, that there
are no spellbinding places in our small town. Wrong!

We visited the sculptor Thomas Virnich, who works with a
lot of found material. His studio in a former school (3000
square metres,) occupies two buildings full of “cool” things.
Thomas also works on great books, up to 2 metres long;
“book boards” he calls them.

STOP PRESS…

Next day: In an old, romantic abbey, the Abbess, Esther,
is really great. She explains everything, listens to the
children. In the abbey basement she acts out all the ghosts
that have never been there so believably that we couldn’t
stop laughing. And finally there was a racing contest in the
cloisters and the winners and the losers got some goodies.
What else? An old disused embankment of a railway; we
made a great fire in a forest (yes, it was allowed); the great
botanical garden; the ice cream parlour; the churchyard; the
fire brigade, the police officer, and Lale`s grandfather in his
bakery and so much more.

We did a lot of drawings. Drawings of a kind I have never
seen from these children that I have known for 3 years.
And the children made photos - sharing 3 digital cameras,
they took more than 700 photos. And we collected things
like Pippi Longstocking would have done and made a diary
out of it. Before we started this, we all looked at the great
diaries and journals on Steve McPherson’s website (www.
stevemcpherson.co.uk).
Drawings, photos, found papers became a book for each
child. Sometimes I like to think that although the book will
get lost in a drawer or on top of a cupboard, will experience
one or two relocations, then ten years later a child will
rediscover the book, open it and look back to... May 2010.
A detailed, nevertheless incomplete, documentation,
with many photos can be seen on my blog:
www.klausvonmirbach.blogspot.com
look for the link: Kinderinsel

Making Notes – an art exhibition
St. Peter’s Church, Preston Park, Brighton
August Bank Holiday Weekend
Visual Artist - Julie Smith and Audio Artist - Matt Hegarty
respond to the contemplative and tranquil atmosphere of
this beautiful 13th Century church. Installation includes a
congregation of illuminated bird boxes, made from organ
music and manuscript paper. Soundscape incorporating
sounds from inside and outside the church. We hope you
stop by. Contact details: Tel: 07789 890321
email: hegartymatt@hotmail.com
UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
Opening hours, term time: Monday - Friday 08.45 - 1700.
Please call to check opening hours before travelling
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation
periods. Library main desk telephone: 0117 328 4750
If you have any book arts news, please email items for the
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Please supply images as good quality RGB jpegs
(300 dpi)
NEXT DEADLINE: 16TH AUGUST FOR THE
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER ISSUE
Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol School of Creative Arts, Department of Art
and Design, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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